Light Sources

Industrial Fiberscopes
HIGH INTENSITY LIGHT SOURCES
ILH-2A/ILH-2B
The ILH-2A and ILH-2B light sources have a custom designed high
output 50W metal halide arc lamp. This produces nearly x 3 the output
of the ILK-7. The unit is small in size and as well as being used with
borescopes and fiberscopes, can be installed into the System Case 2 or
used separately
Both the ILH-2A and ILH-2B have two hirose power outputs offering a
12VDC 2 amp total for operation of Olympus ancillary equipment.
SPECIFICATIONS
50W Metal Halide
Lamp:
Weight:
3kg
Dimensions:
173 x 235 x 85mm
Power Supply:
ILH-2A – 110-230V 50-60Hz, 115V 400Hz
ILH-2B – 110-230V 50-60Hz, 115V 400Hz
(with AC Adaptor) 12VDC
Power Consumption: 100W max

●

●
●

If viewing over longer distance, or in particularly dark areas, use a
high intensity light source, which incorporates an arc lamp, such as
metal halide or UHP.
If a lower cost light source is required, and viewing distance is
smaller, then use a Tungsten halogen light source
If using from a battery, or if low power consumption is required, then
a low wattage lamp (such as ILH-2B) will offer longest battery life.

Remember that a high intensity arc lamp will provide much more light
than a Tungsten halogen lamp, particularly with small diameter
instruments. Contact your local distributor for selection advice, and try
the complete system on a typical application.

STRUCTURAL DRAWING

Field of view

High quality glass fibres for image transmission.
Observation through an eyepiece.

In remote visual inspection applications the choice of light source is vital.
When deciding which is the most appropriate, consideration must be
given to size, weight and light output.
The Olympus range of light sources have been designed to meet the
customers needs and requirements, from the high intensity range of light
sources, which offer versatility and maximum light output, to the more
economical, lower power consumption tungsten range.

Slim diameters, superior optics and maximum flexibility for
ultimate control in industrial inspection

Each Olympus Industrial Fiberscope is comprised of the insertion tube
(the distal end, bending section* and flexible section), as well as the
control and eyepiece section. Image guide fibres, light guide fibres and
wires for tip angulation are all built in.

ILP-1
The ILP-1 light source has been specifically designed for large void
inspections. Incorporating the latest UHP lamp technology it is now the
brightest, most powerful light source ever produced by Olympus.
The ILP-1 has two hirose power outputs offering a 12VDC 4 amp total
for operation of Olympus ancillary equipment.
SPECIFICATIONS
120W Ultra High Performance (UHP)
Lamp:
Weight:
4kg
Dimensions:
197 x 288 x 105mm
Power Supply:
100-120VAC, 200-240VAC, 115VAC 400Hz
Power Consumption: 230W max

*The 0.6mm diameter IF6PD4 does not incorporate bending and control sections.

MAIN APPLICATIONS
Ideal for internal inspection of piping, machinery,
structural members etc. Highly flexible for versatility
and multi-purpose applications.
For
●
●
●
●
●

inspecting:
Inside water supply/drainage pipes and plant piping.
Inside engines of vehicles, aircraft etc.
Inside machines such as motors and boilers.
Inaccessible areas within steel towers, buildings etc.
Operating conditions of machines etc.

MAIN FEATURES

SPECTRAL OUTPUT (see Figure 1)
The spectral output of a lamp details the amount of electro-magnetic
radiation produced across a range of wavelengths, from ultra-violet (UV),
through the visible spectrum, to infra-red (IR). Radiation wavelengths are
expressed in nanometres (nm), one nanometre being 10–9 metres.

High resolution

The visible spectrum is between approximately 390 and 770nm, with
ultra-violet being below and infra-red being above this range. In order to
give true colour images, the light source should have a relatively even
output across the visible spectrum. Ideally, the amount of IR radiation
produced should be minimised, as IR radiation is converted to heat,
which may then require a dissipation system, adding cost, volume and
weight to the light source.

TF Tube with superior insertability

The spectral outputs of the three most frequently used lamp types are
shown in Figure 1 and compared with that of the sun.

Original Olympus high-performance optics technology, such as highdensity glass fibre bundles, offers the world’s highest level of
fiberscopic resolution and bright, sharp images.
IF5 Series scopes (except IF2D5) employ the proven TF (Tapered Flex)
Insertion Tube. Ideal for insertion into multiple-bend pipes, the
flexibility changes continuously - being highly flexible at the tip and
more rigid at the control section. As a result, IF5 Series scopes can
easily be passed through bends and elbows. At the same time, the
gradually increasing rigidity of the tube as it approaches the control
section assures easier transmission of pushing/twisting strength after
the first bend. All scopes featuring the TF tube are marked with the
logo shown below.

Figure 1 - Chart showing colour output of different lamps
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COLOUR TEMPERATURE
The colour temperature of a lamp is an indication of its radiance and is
measured in degrees absolute (°K in SI units).
Typically, tungsten-halogen lamps have a colour temperature of 3,200°K,
whilst metal-halide and UHP arc lamps are around 5,600°K. The colour
temperature of the sun is 5,900°K.
With tungsten-halogen lamps, the colour temperature can be reduced by
decreasing the voltage across the lamp filament. Some light sources use
this method to adjust the ‘intensity’ of the light output. Unfortunately, this
‘rheostat’ type control increases the ‘yellowing’ of the resultant illumination.
For this reason, all Olympus light sources use a mechanical shutter to
control light output, as the full colour temperature of the lamp is preserved.
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Tip angulation

500nm

The distal end can be moved in either two or four directions, by handheld controls (all models except 0.6mm diameter).
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Interchangeable optical adaptors
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TUNGSTEN HALOGEN X

600nm

Facilitate a wide variety of viewing angles and directions in just one
scope (most models).

METAL HALIDE XX SUN
X UHP
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Fully waterproof insertion section
Photo and video documentation
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A lamp’s power rating refers to the power required to operate it – it is not
a direct indication of a lamp’s illumination power. For instance, a 50W
metal-halide or UHP lamp will produce a higher illumination level (in
output per unit area) than a 500W tungsten-halogen lamp.
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Industrial Fiberscopes

INDUSTRIAL FIBERSCOPES

Industrial Rigid Borescopes

■ IF6C5X1 Scope Specifications

IF6C5X1/IF8C5/IF11C5
Standard fiberscopes with excellent resolution.

Optical system

Distal end

IF6C5X1-8 IF6C5X1-13 IF6C5X1-20 IF6C5X1-30
30º/60º/100º (convertible using optical adaptor)
Direct/side viewing (convertible using optical adaptor)
See optical adaptor specifications (fixed focus)
Light guide system
ø6.0mm
13.7mm
Up 120º, Down 120º, Right 100º, Left 100º
ø6.0mm (TF tube)
800mm
1300mm
2000mm
3000mm
1065mm
1565mm
2265mm
3265mm
2000mm

Field of view
Direction of view
Depth of field
Illumination system
Outer diameter
Distal end length
Angulation range
Outer diameter

Bending section
Insertion tube
Working length
Total length
Light guide cable length

■ IF6C5X1 Optical Adaptor Specifications
Provided

Optional

AT60D/FF-IF6C5
AT30D-IF6C5
AT60D/NF-IF6C5
AT100D-IF6C5

Field of view
60º
30º
60º
100º

AT30S-IF6C5
AT60S/NF-IF6C5
AT60S/FF-IF6C5
AT100S-IF6C5

30º
60º
60º
100º

Direction of view
Direct viewing
Direct viewing

Side viewing

Depth of field
11~ ∞mm
26~ 372mm
5~ 102mm
4~ ∞mm

DIGITAL MEASURING
BORESCOPE SYSTEM
The Olympus Digital Measuring Borescope (DMBS) is the first
endoscopic system capable of providing accurate and repeatable
measurement data.
Decisions which have major implications for operational efficiency and
safety often rely on the measurement of defects and the monitoring and
recording of component wear.

●

21~ 138mm
4~ 85mm
9~ ∞mm
4~ ∞mm

Optical system

Distal end

IF8C5-10
IF8C5-15
IF8C5-20
IF8C5-30
30º/60º/100º (convertible using optical adaptor)
Direct/side viewing (convertible using optical adaptor)
See optical adaptor specifications (fixed focus)
Light guide system
ø8.4mm
21.9mm
Up 120º, Down 120º, Right 100º, Left 100º
ø8.4mm (TF tube)
1000mm
1500mm
2000mm
3000mm
1250mm
1750mm
2250mm
3250mm
2000mm

Bending section
Insertion tube
Working length
Total length
Light guide cable length

■ IF8C5 Optical Adaptor Specifications
Provided

Optional

AT60D/FF-IF8C5
AT30D/NF-IF8C5
AT30D/FF-IF8C5
AT60D/NF-IF8C5
AT100D/NF-IF8C5
AT100D/FF-IF8C5

Field of view
60º
30º
30º
60º
100º
100º

AT30S-IF8C5
AT60S/NF-IF8C5
AT60S/FF-IF8C5
AT100S/NF-IF8C5
AT100S/FF-IF8C5

30º
60º
60º
100º
100º

Direction of view
Direct viewing

Direct viewing

Side viewing

Depth of field
20~ ∞mm
30~ 70mm
60~ 250mm
9~ 50mm
3~ 200mm
9~ ∞mm
45~ 90mm
8~ 40mm
20~ 240mm
3~ 140mm
9~ 200mm

■ IF11C5 Scope Specifications

Optical system

Distal end

Field of view
Direction of view
Depth of field
Illumination system
Outer diameter
Distal end length
Angulation range
Outer diameter

Bending section
Insertion tube
Working length
Total length
Light guide cable length

IF11C5-10
IF11C5-20
IF11C5-30
30º/60º/100º (convertible using optical adaptor)
Direct/side viewing (convertible using optical adaptor)
See optical adaptor specifications (fixed focus)
Light guide system
ø11.3mm
25.5mm
Up 120º, Down 120º, Right 100º, Left 100º
ø11.3mm (TF tube)
1000mm
2000mm
3000mm
1250mm
2250mm
3250mm
2000mm

●

●

The sensor-incorporating
swing prism borescope
design allows you to
measure both length and
depth when the scope is
connected to the control
unit.
All you have to do is focus
and point the cursor at any
two points on the subject.
It’s simple and easy, but
guaranteed to provide you
with the highly accurate
measurement results you
need.
The built-in swing
prism at the distal
end allows you to
change the
direction of view
and the narrow 20º
field of view
provides large,
magnified images.

Optional

AT60D/FF-IF11C5
AT30D/NF-IF11C5
AT30D/FF-IF11C5
AT60D/NF-IF11C5
AT100D/NF-IF11C5
AT100D/FF-IF11C5

Field of view
60º
30º
30º
60º
100º
100º

AT30S-IF11C5
AT60S/NF-IF11C5
AT60S/FF-IF11C5
AT100S/NF-IF11C5
AT100S/FF-IF11C5

30º
60º
60º
100º
100º

Direction of view
Direct viewing

Direct viewing

Side viewing

Depth of field
27~ 390mm
38~ 70mm
65~ 120mm
11~ 45mm
5~ 40mm
16~ 300mm
55~ 100mm
11~ 40mm
28~ 440mm
3~ 22mm
12~ 250mm

Model

DIGITAL MEASURING
BORESCOPE CONTROLLER
The Digital Measuring Borescope Controller (DMBC) is compact,
lightweight and simple to operate with cursor and functions controlled by
front panel buttons. All connections, including power for the Digital
Measuring Borescope, are direct to the controller making set-up quick
and easy.
The DMBC provides four
modes of measurement
including point-to-point linear,
point to line, depth and 2D
scaling. This covers the majority
of measurements for turbine
applications such as crack
length, leading edge,
displacement, tip loss, FOD
depth and blade separation.

Insertion tube

Outer diameter

ø8.1mm

Working length

246mm, 446mm

Direction of view

50º~110º

■ IF6C5X1/IF8C5/IF11C5 Operating Environment

20º

● Operating temperature: Insertion tube:

Measurement range

10~180mm

Accuracy

±4% (10-60mm Measurement range)
±8% (60-180mm Measurement range)

Note:
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■ Digital Measuring Borescope System Specifications

Field of view

In air:
-10~80ºC (14~176ºF)
In water: 10~30ºC (50~86ºF)
All portions except insertion tube: In air:
10~50ºC (14~122ºF)
● Operating pressure: Insertion tube:
In air/water:
1013~1317hPa (1~1.3atm)
All portions except insertion tube:
In air:
1013hPa (1atm)
● Drip-proof control section for durable performance in adverse conditions.
● Fully waterproof insertion section for underwater use (corrosion-protected against machine oil,
kerosene and 5% saline).
As with any fiberscope, due to normal product characteristics all models may show a small
number of broken fibres. The angulation angle decreases as the scope is coiled.

This borescope is particularly usefull for hard to reach ares, such as
petrol and diesel engines and can be supplied as customised kits to suit
user requirements in a small robust carrying case.

■ Modular Borescopes Specifications

■ IF11C5 Optical Adaptor Specifications
Provided

The Modular borescope consists of a compact 50W light source, viewing
arm and a variety of probes and mirror sheaths giving viewing options
unavailable in conventional rigid systems.

The Olympus DMBS has been designed to meet critical measurement
requirements, assisting in the creation of appropriate maintenance
strategies.

■ IF8C5 Scope Specifications
Field of view
Direction of view
Depth of field
Illumination system
Outer diameter
Distal end length
Angulation range
Outer diameter

MODULAR BORESCOPE

Measurement

● Operating temperature: Insertion tube:
In air: -20~150ºC (-4~302ºF)
All portions except insertion tube: In air:
0~50ºC (32~122ºF)
● Operating pressure:
In air:
709~1722hPa (0.7~1.7atm)
In water:
Up to 1722hPa (1.7atm)
● Liquid resistance (insertion tube):
Withstands aviation fuels, machine oil, light oil and 5%
salt water (normal pressure).

T060-031-090-50
T080-010-000-50
T080-020-000-50
T080-030-000-50
T086-010-090-50
T086-020-090-50
T086-030-090-50
T086-010-110-50
T086-020-110-50
T086-030-110-50
T100-010-000-50
T100-020-000-50
T100-030-000-50
T100-010-090-50
T100-020-090-50
T100-030-090-50

Maximum
diameter
6.0mm
8.1mm
8.1mm
8.1mm
8.8mm
8.8mm
8.8mm
8.8mm
8.8mm
8.8mm
10.1mm
10.1mm
10.1mm
10.2mm
10.2mm
10.2mm

Working
length
311mm
104mm
204mm
305mm
104mm
204mm
305mm
104mm
204mm
305mm
104mm
204mm
305mm
106mm
204mm
305mm

Direction of
view
Lateral (090°)
Direct (000°)
Direct (000°)
Direct (000°)
Lateral (090°)
Lateral (090°)
Lateral (090°)
Retro (110°)
Retro (110°)
Retro (110°)
Direct (000°)
Direct (000°)
Direct (000°)
Lateral (090°)
Lateral (090°)
Lateral (090°)

Field of
view
50°
50°
50°
50°
50°
50°
50°
50°
50°
50°
50°
50°
50°
50°
50°
50°

Minimum working
length
9 to 100mm
9 to 130mm
9 to 120mm
9 to 100mm
9 to 130mm
9 to 120mm
9 to 100mm
9 to 130mm
9 to 120mm
9 to 100mm
9 to 130mm
9 to 120mm
9 to 100mm
9 to 130mm
9 to 120mm
9 to 100mm

Field of
view
As probe
As probe
As probe
As probe
As probe
As probe

Minimum working
length
0 to 121mm
0 to 108mm
0 to 91mm
0 to 118mm
0 to 108mm
0 to 91mm

■ Modular Borescope - Mirror Sheath Specifications
Model
MT086-010-090
MT086-020-090
MT086-030-090
MT110-010-090
MT110-020-090
MT110-030-090

Maximum
diameter
8.7mm
8.7mm
8.7mm
11.2mm
11.2mm
11.2mm

Working
length
105mm
207mm
306mm
106mm
207mm
306mm

Direction of
view
Lateral (090°)
Lateral (090°)
Lateral (090°)
Lateral (090°)
Lateral (090°)
Lateral (090°)

■ Light Source Specifications
Model

Lamp

Weight

Dimensions

Power
supply

Power
consumption

Light output
control

KLS-131

50W
Miniature
quartz
halogen,
12V

0.5kg

137mm long x
53mm diameter
(approx)

12V DC
±10%

55W

Constant-colour
temperature
variable shutter

■ Modular Borescope
● Operating temperature: Probe/mirror sheath:
–10 to +150°C (+14 to +302°F)
Other parts:
–10 to +40°C
(+14 to +104°F)
● Operating pressure:
Probe:
In air:
0.7 to 1.7 bar
(10.3 to 25 lbf/in2)
In water:
1.0 to 1.7 bar
(14.7 to 25 lbf/in2)
● Fluid resistance:
Probe and mirror sheath can be immersed for short periods in 5%
salt water, petrol, diesel, engine oil, brake fluid, ethylene glycol and
methanol (at +10ºC to +30°C, and atmospheric pressure)
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Industrial Fiberscopes

SMALL DIAMETER BORESCOPES
Ultra-thin Borescopes, as small as 0.9mm diameter for extremely tight
spaces.
For applications where access to the area of interest is only possible
through an aperture less than 4mm (0.16”), the Olympus range of
small diameter borescopes offers a wide choice of specifications.
These instruments are ideal for many applications, including the
inspection of electronic components, fine castings, fuel injectors and
hydraulic systems.

IF5D4X1-14

Ultra-thin diameters.

Specifically for PT-6 engine inspection.

Optical system

K Series

■ Scope Specifications

The X series range uses a high resolution fiber conduit image
transmission system which provides excellent image quality and a
more robust, semi-flexible insertion tube. This also allows smaller
diameter models to be produced, including a new 0.9mm (0.04”)
version which offers distinct advantages in some applications. K Series
models use a ‘Selfoc’ optical lens system which offers exceptional
image resolution and image brightness, but does not offer the same
robustness as the fibre versions.

Optical
system

Field of view
Direction of view
Depth of field

IF6PD4-6 IF6PD4-11 IF2D5-6 IF2D5-12
58º
75º
Direct viewing
1 ~ 50mm
2 ~ 50mm
(fixed focus)
(fixed focus)

Illumination
system

IF4D5-7 IF4PD5-15 IF4S5-7 IF4S5-15
65º
60º
Side viewing
6 ~ 60mm
4 ~ 40mm
(fixed focus)
(fixed focus)

Light guide system

Bending
section

Outer diameter
Distal end length
Angulation
range

Insertion
tube

Outer
diameter

Distal end

Any one of the Olympus light sources can be used with the small
diameter borescopes including, on the X Series, the ILK-M1 - a
compact battery powered light source developed specifically for these
instruments. All instruments include a 32mm eyepiece, which ensures
compatibility with the full range of borescope accessories, including
photographic, CCTV and viewing adaptors.

●

INDUSTRIAL FIBERSCOPE

IF6PD4/IF2D5/IF4D5/IF4S5

■ IF5D4X1-14 Scope Specifications

Small diameter borescopes are available in 0.9, 1.2, 1.7, 2.5 or 2.7mm
(0.04, 0.05, 0.07, 0.10, or 0.11”) diameter insertion tubes and up to
250mm (10”) working length. The instruments’ direction of view can be
direct (000º), fore-oblique (015º) or lateral (090º) and with the
introduction of a new range of instruments, two types of image
transmission are available.

●

INDUSTRIAL FIBERSCOPES

ø0.64mm
–

ø2.4mm
6mm

–

ø4.1mm
8.5mm

11.3mm

Up 120º, Down 120º

ø0.64mm
(non-TF tube)

ø2..4mm
(non-TF tube)

ø4.1mm
(TF tube)

Working length
Total length
Light guide cable length

490mm 990mm 600mm 1170mm 700mm 1500mm 700mm 1500mm
670mm 1170mm 850mm 1420mm 910mm 1710mm 910mm 1710mm
2000mm
2200mm
2000mm
In air:
10~40ºC In air:
10~40ºC
(50~104ºF)
(50~104ºF)
In air: -10~80ºC (14~176ºF)
Insertion tube In water: 10~30ºC In water: 10~40ºC
In water: 10~30ºC (50~86ºF)
Operating
(50~86ºF)
(50~104ºF)
temperature

Fibre Conduit (X Series)
Incorporates the very latest in condensed fibre conduit image
transmission technology, for high resolution and durability.

X Series

Selfoc Lens (K Series)
A continuous rigid rod lens for image transmission gives the
highest resolution.

All portions except
insertion tube

In air: 10~40ºC (50~104ºF)

In air:
Insertion tube
1013hPa (1atm)
Operating
pressure All portions except
insertion tube

In air/water:
1013hPa (1atm)

In air: -10~50ºC (14~122ºF)

Distal end
Bending section
Insertion tube
Working length
Total length
Light guide cable length

Optical adaptor
AT50S-IF5D4x1

For F100 and JT9D
inspection.

■ IF7D3X3-32 Scope Specifications

Durability

Direction of view

Field of
view

ø0.9mm

60mm or
150mm

Direct (0º) or
Forward-oblique (15º)

70º

ø1.2mm

60mm or
150mm

Direct (0º) or
Forward-oblique (15º)

ø1.7mm

150mm or
250mm

Direct (0º) or
Forward-oblique (15º)
Lateral (90º)

150mm or
250mm

Direct (0º) or
Forward-oblique (15º)
Lateral (90º)

ø2.5mm

70º

Direct: 3 to infinity

ø1.2mm

For JT8D jet engine inspection.

Forward-oblique: 2 to 7
Direct: 4.5 to infinity

70º

Forward-oblique: 3 to 12

■ IF13D3-6000 Scope Specifications

Lateral: 3 to 12

Distal end

Field of view
Direction of view
Depth of field
Illumination system
Outer diameter

Bending section

Angulation range

Direct: 4.5 to infinity
70º

Forward-oblique: 3 to 12

Optical system

Lateral: 3 to 12

Working
length

Direction of view

Field of
view

96mm

Direct (0º) or
Forward-oblique (15º)

45º
53º

96mm or
186mm

Direct (0º)

62º

ø2.7mm

96mm or
186mm

Forward-oblique (15º)

99mm or
188mm

Lateral (90º)

62º

Direct (0º)

62º

Forward-oblique (15º)

80º

Lateral (90º)

62º

186mm
188mm

● Operating temperature: Insertion tube:

Depth of field

Insertion tube
Outer diameter
Working length
Total length
Light guide cable length

80º

All models 1mm - 40mm

In air:
In water:
All portions except insertion tube: In air:
● Operating pressure:
Insertion tube:
In air/water: 1013hPa
All portions except insertion tube:
In air:
1013hPa
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-6~66ºC (21~150ºF)
-6~50ºC (21~122ºF)
1013hPa (1atm)

IF8D3X2-23/MD-999

Direct: 3 to infinity

IF13D3-60
32º (convertible using optical adaptor)
Direct viewing (convertible using optical adaptor)
1mm~∞ (adjustabl focus)
Light guide system
ø11.3mm
Up 120º, Down 120º, Right 120º, Left 120º
90º (when looped once)
ø13.5mm
6050mm
6340mm
1500mm

■ IF8D3X2-23 Scope Specifications
Field of view

■ IF13D3-6000 Optical Adaptor Specifications
ø1.7mm

Inner diameter
Insertion tube only
(except channel)

IF7D3X3-32
66º
Direct viewing
8~∞mm (fixed focus)
Light guide system
ø7.3mm
Up 130º, Down 130º, Right 130º, Left 130º
ø7.3mm
3200mm
3455mm
ø1.6mm
Withstands gasoline, machine oil, light oil,
5% salt water

INDUSTRIAL FIBERSCOPE

Forward-oblique: 2 to 7

■ Small Diameter Borescope Specifications - K Series
Outer
diameter

Field of view
Direction of view
Depth of field
Illumination system
Outer diameter
Angulation range
Outer diameter

● Operating temperature: Insertion tube:
In air:
All portions except insertion tube:
● Operating pressure:
In air:

Depth of field

-10~80ºC (14~176ºF)
10~50ºC (14~122ºF)
1013hPa (1atm)

IF7D3X3-32

Distal end
Bending section
Insertion tube
Working length
Total length
Channel

■ Small Diameter Borescope Specifications - X Series

Depth of field
5~50mm

INDUSTRIAL FIBERSCOPE

Optical system

Extremely long fiberscope penetrates as deep as 6m.

Direction of view
Side viewing

● Operating temperature: Insertion tube:
In air:
All portions except insertion tube: In air:
● Operating pressure:
Insertion tube:
In air:

In air: 1013hPa (1atm)

IF13D3-60

Working
length

Field of view
49º

In air/water:
1013hPa ~ 1165hPa (1~1.5atm)

INDUSTRIAL FIBERSCOPE (ultra-long)

IF5D4X1-14
49º
Direct viewing (convertible using optical adaptor)
5~50mm
Light guide system
ø5.0mm
Up 120º, Down 120º
ø5.0mm
1200mm
1440mm
2000mm

■ IF5D4X1-14 Optical Adaptor Specifications (supplied as standard)

● Waterproof insertion tube.
Drip-proof control section (except IF6PD4).

Outer
diameter

Field of view
Direction of view
Depth of field
Illumination system
Outer diameter
Angulation range
Outer diameter

-10~80ºC (14~176ºF)
10~30ºC (50~86ºF)
-10~50ºC (14~122ºF)
(1atm normal pressure)
(1atm normal pressure)

IF11D3-A20D
IF11D3-A40D
IF11D3-A60D
IF11D3-A80D
IF11D3-A100D

Field of view
16º
32º
48º
63º
76º

IF11D3-A20S
IF11D3-A60S
IF11D3-A80S
IF11D3-A100S

16º
48º
63º
76º

Optical system
Direction of view

Direct viewing

Side viewing

Direction of view
Depth of field
Illumination system
Outer diameter
Distal end
Rigid distal end length
Insertion
tube
Bending section Angulation range
Insertion tube
Outer diameter
Working length
Total length
Light guide cable length
Optical
system

Depth of field
13~ ∞mm
6~ ∞mm
3~ ∞mm
2~ ∞mm
1~ ∞mm
13~ ∞mm
3~ ∞mm
2~ ∞mm
1~ ∞mm

● Operating temperature: 10~80ºC (50~176ºF)
● Operating pressure:
1013~1621hPa (1~1.6atm)
● Fully waterproof insertion section for underwater use (corrosion-protected against machine oil,
kerosene and 5% saline).

IF8D3X2-23
80º
Forward viewing
8~∞mm
Light guide system
ø8.4mm
15.6mm
Up 185º, Down 105º, Right 105º, Left 105º
ø8.4mm
2280mm
2500mm
2000mm

● Operating temperature: Insertion tube:
In air:
All portions except insertion tube: In air:
● Operating pressure:
In air:

10~80ºC (50~176ºF)
10~80ºC (50~176ºF)
1013hPa (1atm)
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